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SUBJECT: Improving Information Technology (IT) Project Planning and 

Execution 
 
As we continue to realize the value of good project management, room for improvement remains 
in the execution of our IT projects.  With the right tools and qualifications, managers will be 
better equipped to make decisions and carry out their missions.  Over the past several years, 
agencies have improved the quality of their IT project planning and justification.  We would now 
like to continue this improvement during the execution phase of the IT project.  Therefore, the 
following guidance is provided to assist you in monitoring and improving project planning and 
execution and fully implementing Earned Value Management Systems (EVMS) for IT projects. 
 
You are already required in your annual budget justifications to plan, invest, and document only 
those projects effectively linked to agency strategic and annual performance plans and which 
demonstrate improvement in program performance.  We now want you to take the actions 
detailed in attachments A and B to this memorandum. 
 
Attachment A outlines steps agencies must take for all new major IT projects, ongoing major IT 
developmental projects, and high risk projects to better ensure improved execution and 
performance as well as promote more effective oversight.  Specifically, the attachment describes 
procedures regarding the following principles:  
 

• Establishing and validating performance measurement baselines with clear cost, schedule 
and performance goals;  

• Managing and measuring projects to within ten percent of baseline goals through use of 
an EVMS compliant with the guidelines in ANSI/EIA STD -748 or, for steady-state 
projects, perform operational analyses; 

• Assigning to each project a qualified project manager; and  
• Avoiding duplication by leveraging inter-agency and government-wide investments to 

support common missions or other common requirements.  
 
 
 

 



Attachment B describes how agencies move to full implementation of EVMS for IT projects 
through:  
 

• Developing agency policies no later than December 31, 2005;  
• Including EVMS in contracts;  
• Performing reviews to ensure the EVMS meets established requirements; and 
• Ensuring performance goals are appropriate.  

Attachment C offers additional information on resources and training to assist in developing and 
implementing policies for EVMS. 

The Chief Information Officers Council will begin necessary actions to assist all agencies in 
consistently meeting these requirements including developing by October 2005 a model agency 
EVMS policy for IT projects.  If you have any questions regarding this memorandum, please 
contact Stacie Higgins, at 202-395-0346 or stacie_higgins@omb.eop.gov.  
 
 
Attachments 
 
 

 

mailto:stacie_higgins@omb.eop.gov


Attachment A - Procedures for Documenting and Reporting IT Project Performance 
 
You are already required to meet these four principal criteria: 
 

• Establish and validate a performance measurement baseline with clear cost, schedule and 
performance goals1;  

• Manage and measure projects to within ten percent of baseline goals through use of an 
EVMS compliant with the guidelines in ANSI/EIA STD -748 or, for steady-state 
projects, perform operational analyses;2 

• Assign to each project a qualified project manager3; and  
• Avoid duplication by leveraging inter-agency and government-wide investments to 

support common missions or other common requirements4.  
 
To better ensure agency and oversight authority efforts result in improved execution and 
performance, we now want you to:  
 

1. For all new major IT projects, before beginning development, ensure cost, schedule, and 
performance goals are independently validated for reasonableness.5  

 
2. For all ongoing major IT projects with development efforts (DME), before obligating FY 

2006 funds, begin independently validating for reasonableness current cost, schedule, and 
performance baselines, taking corrective actions as necessary.  Independent validations 
should be completed by March 31, 2006.  If proposed corrective actions include re-
baselining (changing the performance measurement baseline – planned scope of work, 
schedule, budgeted costs, or all three), the proposal must be approved by OMB.6  

 
 

 
                                                 
1 The Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act, Title V states, “the head of each executive agency should achieve, on 
average, 90 percent of the cost and schedule goals established for major and nonmajor acquisition programs of the 
agency without reducing the performance or capabilities of the items being acquired.”  
2 An Operational Analysis is referenced in the Capital Programming Guide, supplement to OMB Circular A-11, 
Part 7 as, “a system to measure the performance and cost of an operational asset against the baseline established in 
the planning phase.” 
3 M-04-19, Information Technology (IT) Project Manager (PM) Qualification Guidance
4 Clinger-Cohen Act for any investment, and M-04-08, Maximizing Use of SmartBuy and Avoiding Duplication of 
Agency Activities with the President’s 24 E-Gov Initiatives, for E-Gov investments. 
5 An independent assessment may be performed by a qualified source provided such source is not involved in the 
project’s development, implementation, management, or direct supervision.  Provided they are qualified, such 
source may include the agency Inspector General, current independent verification and validation reviewers, or any 
other source internal to the agency or outside the agency including another agency. Agencies currently using 
Integrated Baseline Reviews (IBRs), may substitute an IBR for an independent assessment.  Reasonable baselines 
are accurate, relevant, timely, and complete.   
6 The Capital Programming Guide, Supplement to OMB Circular A-11, Part 7 states, “OMB should review the 
reasons for deviations for goals, the reasonableness of the corrective actions proposed, and the validity of increased 
cost estimates.  OMB should consider approving a re-baseline proposal only when the agency has provided 
justification demonstrating the new goals have a high probability of success and that the acquisition will still have a 
benefit-cost analysis that justifies continued funding after comparison with other projects in the portfolio analysis 
and budget limitations.”   

 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/fy04/m04-19.pdf
http://www.cio.gov/Documents/it_management_reform_act_Feb_1996.html
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/fy04/m04-08.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/fy04/m04-08.pdf


 

Additionally, for all high risk projects: 
 

• Work with OMB to identify “high risk” projects by August 15, 2005.  High risk projects 
as defined in OMB Circular A-11 include those requiring special attention from oversight 
authorities and the highest levels of agency management because7 –  

o the agency has not consistently demonstrated the ability to manage complex 
projects; 

o of the exceptionally high development, operating, or maintenance costs, either 
in absolute terms or as a percentage of the agency’s total IT portfolio; 

o it is being undertaken to correct recognized deficiencies in the adequate 
performance of an essential mission program or function of the agency, a 
component of the agency, or another organization; or 

o delay or failure would introduce for the first time unacceptable or inadequate 
performance or failure of an essential mission function of the agency, a 
component of the agency, or another organization.  

      
• Beginning September 15, 2005 using the provided template, and quarterly thereafter, the 

Chief Information Officer must assess, confirm, and document the performance of high 
risk projects - 

o If all high risk projects continue to meet the four principal criteria, maintain 
documentation centrally and provide to oversight authorities (e.g., OMB, 
agency Inspectors General (IG), agency management and the Government 
Accountability Office (GAO)) upon request. 

o If all high risk projects are not meeting one or more of the four principal 
criteria, provide documentation to OMB and your agency IG (copies of your 
quarterly reports) and make them available to GAO upon request.  
Documentation should include the following: 

• the specific performance shortfalls; 
• the specific cause of each shortfall (including inadequate 

performance by agency personnel or contractors),  
• a plan of action and milestones including identifying the specific 

actions needed to correct each shortfall, and,  
• additional funding, to the extent it is necessary, to improve 

performance and the source of funding from within existing 
agency resources.     

                                                 
7 OMB Circular A-11, Part 2, Section 53: Information technology and e-Government 



 

Template for Documenting and Reporting Performance of High Risk Projects 
 

Agency Name:   
As of Date:   
Fiscal Year Quarter:  
Prepared By:  
Telephone Number:  
Email Address:  

 
 

Baseline 
with Clear 

Goals

Cost and 
Schedule 
Variance 

within 10% 

Qualified 
Project 

Manager

Avoiding 
Duplication

Specific 
Performance 

Shortfall

Cause of the 
Shortfall

Necessary 
Corrective 

Actions, 
with dates

Amount and 
Source of 

Funding, if 
required

Investment 
Name

Are the Principal Criteria being met? (indicate Y/N 
for each criterion)

For each of the Principal Criteria not being met,         
Identify and Describe the following:

 



Attachment B - Requirements for Fully Implementing an Earned Value 
Management System (EVMS) for IT projects 
 
Full implementation of EVMS for IT projects includes five key components8:  
 

1. Comprehensive agency policies;  
2. EVMS requirements in contracts or agency in-house project charters;  
3. Compliance reviews of agency and contractor EVM Systems; 
4. Periodic system surveillance reviews to ensure the EVMS continues to meet the 

guidelines in ANSI/EIA-STD-748; and  
5. Integrated Baseline Reviews to finalize the cost, schedule and performance goals.   

 
As you know, for investment requests and justifications (business cases) and President’s 
Management Agenda Scorecard purposes, you are required to demonstrate the use of 
EVMS for major IT projects and indicate how you have verified or will verify the system 
complies with the standard.  For information on evaluating the use of EVMS on the E-
Gov Scorecard, please refer to OMB Memorandum M-04-24 Expanded Electronic 
Government (E-Gov) President’s Management Agenda (PMA) Scorecard Cost, Schedule 
and Performance Standard for Success (August 23, 2004).   
 
1.  Developing Comprehensive Agency Policies—No later than December 31, 2005 

 
a) You are already required to have a documented agency policy for using Earned 

Value Management (EVM) and performing operational analyses to ensure you are 
using EVM to plan and manage development activities for major IT investments.  

 
b) You should develop new policies if your agency does not have documented 

procedures in place for EVM or verify the content of existing EVM policies and 
begin using them as soon as practicable, but no later than December 31, 2005.  
You may use the Department of Defense (DoD) Earned Value Management 
Implementation Guide and the National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) 
guides (Attachment C) to develop such guidance.9  

 
2.  Including EVMS Requirements in Contracts or the Agency In-house Project Charters 
 

a) You are already required to include a provision and clause in major acquisition 
contracts directing the use of an EVMS compliant with the guidelines in 
ANSI/EIA STD – 748 to ensure the earned value data and analysis used to 
measure and report work progress on these investments are produced by an 
EVMS that meets the guidelines in ANSI/EIA-STD-748.  

                                                 
8 EVMS is not required for operational/steady-state projects.  Therefore, in the manner described in OMB’s 
Capital Programming Guide, you should develop and implement an agency policy for performing 
operational analyses to measure the performance of steady-state investments.  Operational analyses should 
measure how close the investment is to achieving the project’s expected cost, schedule, and performance 
goals.  When performance is deficient, suitable corrective actions must be identified and scheduled for 
correction.  Changes to baseline goals must be approved by OMB. 
9 http://guidebook.dcma.mil/79/evmigoldversion.doc

http://guidebook.dcma.mil/79/evmigoldversion.doc


b) A proposed amendment to the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR Case 2004-
019) to standardize EVM contract policy across the government was published in 
the Federal Register on April 8, 2005.  The rule proposes standard EVMS 
provisions, a standard clause, and a requirement for acquisition plans to include 
the planning for conducting compliance reviews and Integrated Baseline Reviews.  
Until the final FAR rule is issued, you may use your own provisions and clauses 
in solicitations and contracts or the proposed FAR provisions and clause.10   

 
3.  Compliance Reviews of Agency and Contractor EVM Systems 
 

In addition to including a provision and clause in major acquisition contracts, you 
are required to provide documentation demonstrating the contractor’s or your 
agency’s in-house EVMS complies with the guidelines in ANSI/EIA STD – 748 
and may use the NDIA guides (Attachment C) to conduct compliance reviews. 
 

4.  Periodic System Surveillance Reviews 
 

In addition to conducting initial compliance reviews, you are required to 
periodically review the agency or contractor EVMS to ensure it continues to meet 
ANSI/EIA STD – 748 and may use the Surveillance Guide (Attachment C) to do 
so.  

 
5.  Integrated Baseline Reviews (IBRs) of Developmental Projects 
 

a) You are already expected to achieve 90 percent of cost, schedule and performance 
goals.11   

b) You are required to conduct an IBR on contracts with an EVMS requirement, 
before or after award as appropriate, in order to establish the Performance 
Measurement Baseline agreed to by both parties and against which performance 
will be measured.  This requirement applies to agency in-house projects as well.  
The IBR process enables project managers to effectively use the project 
Performance Measurement Baseline to assess performance, and to better 
understand inherent risks.  IBRs should be conducted using the Program 
Managers' Guide to the Integrated Baseline Review Process (attachment C) and 
until the agency has begun conducting IBRs, independent assessments must be 
performed.12  

                                                 
10 See Federal Acquisition Regulation website (http://www.acqnet.gov/far/) under “proposed rules.” 
11 The Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act, Title V states, “the head of each executive agency should 
achieve, on average, 90 percent of the cost and schedule goals established for major and nonmajor 
acquisition programs of the agency without reducing the performance or capabilities of the items being 
acquired.” 
12 An independent assessment may be performed by a qualified source provided such source is not involved 
in the project’s development, implementation, management, or direct supervision.  Provided they are 
qualified, such source may include the agency Inspector General, current independent verification and 
validation reviewers, or any other source internal to the agency or outside the agency including another 
agency. Agencies currently using Integrated Baseline Reviews (IBRs), may substitute an IBR for an 
independent assessment.   Reasonable baselines are accurate, relevant, timely, and complete.    

 

http://www.acqnet.gov/far/


Attachment C- Additional Resources and Training to Assist Developing and 
Implementing Policies for EVMS 

For your information, the current EVMS criteria contained in the ANSI Standard was 
developed and promulgated through the ANSI process by the NDIA Program 
Management Systems Committee.  Agencies may send representatives to the committee 
meetings to learn more about EVMS at no cost, other than the cost of travel to the 
meetings.  Details on the committee can be found at the NDIA website: http://ndia.org.  If 
you are interested in sending a representative to attend the meetings, please contact either 
Peter Wynne, Committee Chairman at: peter.a.wynne@lmco.com, telephone 817-935-
5107, or Robert Loop, Committee Vice Chairman at: robert.c.loop@lmco.com, telephone 
703-293-5302.  

The NDIA Program Management Systems Committee has produced a number of 
publications and supplemental guidance to assist agencies with EVMS implementation.  
The guides can be found on the NDIA website and also on the Defense Acquisition 
University website (http://acc.dau.mil/evm) under Recommended References.  You 
should use these guides as appropriate (see attachment B).  These publications are:  

• ANSI EIA 748 Intent Guide:  This guide is currently used by the contractor 
community for performing an initial compliance assessment and for 
performing implementation surveillance.  The guide defines in detail the 
management value and intent for each of the 32 guidelines in the Standard.    

• Program Managers' Guide to the Integrated Baseline Review Process: This 
guide defines the purpose, goals, and objectives of an IBR which is to provide 
a mutual understanding of risks inherent in offerors’/contractors’ performance 
plans and underlying management control systems and to formulate a plan to 
handle these risks.   

• Surveillance Guide:  This guide defines a standard industry approach for 
surveillance of an EVMS to confirm processes and procedures continue to 
satisfy the guidelines in ANSI/EIA - 748. 

The committee is also working on a proposed EVMS Acceptance Process that would be 
applicable to both industry and government and has expanded that project to develop a 
draft EVM Process Implementation Guide.  This publication will connect the three guides 
with more specific information on how each part interrelates.   

The Federal Acquisition Institute (co-located with the Defense Acquisition University 
(DAU)) is expanding EVMS training to the program management and contracting 
communities.  The DAU also maintains a community of practice at 
http://acc.dau.mil/evm, which includes: six hours of narrated EVM tutorials (Training 
Center); descriptions and links to EVM tools (Tools); additional EVM related references 
and guides (Community Connection); DoD policy and contracting guidance (Contract 
Documents & DoD Policy & Guidance); a discussion forum (Note Board); and an on-line 
reference library (under development) (Research Library).  
 
 

 

http://ndia.org/
mailto:peter.a.wynne@lmco.com
mailto:robert.c.loop@lmco.com
http://acc.dau.mil/evm
http://acc.dau.mil/evm
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